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Introduction
An analy.i" and desiSn process is described for a new

wing-fuseldge junchon lo be applied in the hiSh-
performanc6 sailplane Mii-31 of AkanieS Mtinchen,
tigure L First, wind-tunnel geomelries thdt were
pre!iously t6Led are analysed wilh a pdnel code. fte
mathemaLicdl background is de"c bed, which enables
the inlerpretation and underslanding of the une\pected
crperimental data. lhe new design i. de\eloped on $e
ba;is of one of lhe previous wind-tunnel Seometrie\,
taking constrLrclion gurdelines and limilaLions into
d(count. Ihe wing center \ection and lhe fuceldge dre
changed iteratively to improve the configuration in
potenlial flow first. i e with respe.t to induced drag. T}le
inlegral de-ign process i< e\tended s ith viscous
calculations to identify hansition and ar€as prone to

'The Mii-ll is a sailpldne prototype aiminS at an
improved wingjuselage design descdbed in the present
work. With a wingspan of 15 meters and camber-
chdnging flaps, lhe Mij-3I fulfils all requirements of the
FAI ls-Meter Cla5s lhat is nown at all rnajor
champion5hips. To reduce costs and lime, e\istmg
moulas of the ASw-27 - manufactued by Ale\dnder
Sctrleicher Segetflugzeugbau GmbH in Germany - will
b€ used for the cockpit, the outer wings and the
stabilizers. The center section of the wing and the
fuselage contain the new approach in wing fuselage
design.

Figue 1. Drawing of the Mli-31 sailplane.

Flow phenomena

The b ing-fuselage inlerlerence effects of hiBh-
performance sailpldnes .an be dislinguiqhed between
inviscid- and viscous effects (ref.1):

Inviscid effects
ln a wing-fuselage combination. the fuselage is

capable of carrying over clculaLion depending on lhe
afiangement and shape of the auselage with respect to
the wing- In the proximity of the fuselaSe the nearly
elliptical circulation disrribution oI the wing is
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disturbed, increasing the induced drag (ref. 2). Classical
theory shows that this increase is only 0.5% in the ideal
case for a midwing 15-meier span sailplane (ref. 8), and
hence, it is usually ignored.

More important is the so-called "alpha-flow"-effect,
which describes the mutual influence of the wing and
fuselage in dependence of the angle of attack, FiSure 2.
The circulation of the wing is responsible for an upward
flow in front of the wing- At positive angles ofattack, the
additional upflow due to crossflow of the fuselage
increases the flow angle towards the wing root. At
negative angles ofattack this flow angle is reduced.

FiBUre zAlpha flow effect (ref.1).

Due to the contraction of the fuselage and the
stagnation point on the wing root, an adve$e pressure
gradient exists on the fuselage in front of the win&
which causes the laminar boundary layer to turn
turbulent in front of the wing, FiSure 3. The turbulent
boundary layer cannot cope with the steep pressure
gradient eithel and separates. forming a system of
horseshoe vortices that fold around the wing root and
extend downstream on the fuselate. On the win& at low
angles of attack, a turbulent wedge occurs on the lowet
and upper surface that originates at th€ wing root
leading edge. At higher angles of attack due to the
alpha-flow effect, transition on the upper suface moves
forward towards the wing root. On the lower surface
this occurs at negative angles oI attack.

Figue 3. Viscous flow effe€ts (ref.1).

To reduce the wetted surface of a high-performance
sailplane, the fuselage js contracted in the retion of the
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wing-fuselage junction. The contraction of the fuselage
leads to an adverse pressure gradi€nt that adds to the
adv€rse gradient of the wing root. Hence, at the J'uncture
loward. the trdilint edge. the flow over lhe win8 rj
prone to separation (refs. 1 and 3).

Basic concept

Windtunnel dnalysis
The analysis is based on wind-tunnel experiments

(ref. 4), which were carded out in 1997 in the Low Speed
Low Turbulence Windtunnel of Delft UniveEity of
Technolog, Faculty of Aerospace Engineering. In this
experiment a new wing-fuselage concept was
in\ estigated. lhe e\perimenl was repedted n 2002 Gef.
5) because the differences in drag of the windtunnel
models were unexpect€dly large.

Three 1:5 scale models that differed in their wing-
fuselage geometry were subject to this tesearchi the
models are shown in FiSure 4 and Figure 5.

The main goal of this new geometry was the
realization of a high-wing conJiguration that has several
benefits. Since the upper wing surface of the high-wing
configuration is washed by less boundary layer flow
coming from the fuselage, the start of boundary layer
separation is expect€d to be delayed, allowing for better

Figue 4 Windtunnel models No- 1,2 d 3.

Figure 5. High-wing-pylon.onfigration.
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low-speed flight capabiliiies than conveniional mictwing
conJigurations. Another feature is the conhaction of the
fuselage below the wnlg, leading to a reLlllced weitecl
surface of the tailcone. In mids'ing confi$rations the
horseshoe voriices at the wing rooi aff€ct the tajlcone oF

the sailplanc. The present pylonlike wint confi$ration,
Figure 5, is expe.ted to reduce tire inJluence or1 the rear
fuselage as the vortices leaving ihe pylon do not totr.h
the fuselage.

Model 1 is the basic Beometry with a constant chord
wing that spans ihe tunnel width. The laminar airfoil
DU89-13a/1a (ref. 6) extends along the whole wingspan.
As this research was focused on the wjng-fuselage
interference, the models had no tailplanes. For model 2,
a positive twist is applied to the wing in the vicinity of
the €uselage. And finally, model 3 has the same twisted
$'ing as model 2, plus a special wing-root airfoil suited
for a turbulent boundary layer. The wing twist is applied
by rotation around the flap hinge axis to allow for a
colllinLou\ ndp. De.,,rrption. o{ t\e rodel5 are Srven In

lhe winB wd- -u\pended by a pivot IhrouSh the
windtunnel walls to an e\ternal frame connected lo Lhe

windtunnel balance syst€m, as describ€d in ref. 8. Th€
measurements were cafied out fust lor the wing only
u.inS boih the balance 5ydem dnd a wake rake
hav;rcrnA rn rpanwi:e diJeclion, lhp drrference being lhe
drag re-ulhng from winglip-wall inLerlcrence Standard
methods weri applied to correct for blockage and lift
interference. All conJi$rations were tested at a flaP
setting of 0o and 20". The Reynolds Number for all
experiments was 700,000. Figure 6 shows the
expe m€ntal lift versus drag data.

Computational analysis
To clarify the eiperimental data, a conlputatiollal

analysis was carriect out. Since inviscic{- as well as
viscous eFfects were of interest, a coupled panel and
boundary layer method was chosen. The commercial
paneL:ode VSAero, version 6.2 satisfied ihe
requlements (ref. 9, 10).

In order to investigate the circ lation distribution and
induced drag, the inviscid- (pot€ntial) and
incompressible Trefftz Plane Analysis was usecl. With
this far field analysis, the lift and the induced drag are
calculated in a plane behind the body. The wake shed
from the bodtr contains all the information necessary to
compute the lift and iiduced dra8.

Mathematical background
The induced drag coeffici€nt in the Trefftz Plane

behind a planar wing is:
h/

)1.C, * lFttt.qtur dv rt.tr
u_ ..) ;

and the lift coefficient is:
b/

( . =- ll ( N\' clv

"-"1.
At th€ trailing edSe of the wing a wake is shed - in ihe

preseni case not interrupted by the fuselag€ - that
contains the circulation f(y) and ihe induced downwash
wi(y). Using a discrete number of wake panels, the
integrations become summations over n:

)_a = - \r.w.Av- u;sa'' "
c,=-!=yr" or,,

('t.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.5)

ln the equation for the induced drag (Eq. 1.1, 1.3), the
circulation and th€ induced downwash of an arbitrary
wing with twist ai angle of attack d can be split into two
ternrs (ret 2):

r(y) = a.f, (y) +\(y)
t4,,(y) = a w,,,(y)+tu,"(y)

Figure 6. Exp- data, Re = 7E5, flap 0' and 20" (.ef. 5).

ComDdrison of resulls belween models 1 and 2 clearlv
ttr.*r ir'" rJ'""ui*us effect of wing twisl for boLir

flap settings. The drag reduction ftom model 2 to model
3 w.rs achieved wrth a "turbulFnl lriendl\" trine rool
secrion. Wrttxn the turbulenl wedSe a turbulenl aiiloil F
superior to a laminar airfoil, since it is able to cope wiih
turbulent 6ow without sepaiation. Remarkably, the drag
reduction due to twist and wing root modification
applied to model 3 is about 30% of the drag difference
b€tw€en model l and the wing only.

In both equations, the first term on the right hand side
belong< to the untwisled wrnS (rnder "u"). while the
second terms represenl lhe lwi-ted wint dt zerolifl
(inde\ 0), being the zeroiifl circuldtion f0ly) dnd the
zerolift downwash wool. Eq. (1.5) demon5rrales lhal
the circulation of a twist€d wing can be calculated by
superimposing th€ circulation of the untwisted winS
with the zeroiifr ciJ.ulalion of the th i<ted h ing

Figure 7 shows the circulation distributions of a
twisted wing. Due to the negative twisi in the inner
wing. the inner wirB ts Bcnerating d negrtive- and lhe
ouler wing d po<itive- lill lorce as 5hown in l\e
circulation distribution for zero lift fo(y). At a non-zero
anSle of attack, an elliptical circulation cr(y) f,(y) is
added to the zerolift circulaiion fo(y). It is obvious that
thc derrimental effe.t of th€ zero-lift circulation
relatively r\'eakens at higher anSles of attack.
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l'( r )= ztrrl',(r) + r!(r )

tigue Z Supelposition of circulation.

,, = Oft;%(r,." +qr, )a1, s rory

C,=

This well known relation between lift and induced
drag is often also used for twisted corfiguiations. In that
case, the k-factor is a function of CL and not only a factor
describing th€ efficiency of the wing-planform.
Summarizing all effects in one coeffici€ni k is convenient
when the aerodynamjc efficiency of arbitrary
config rations is compared. It should be realiz€d,
however, that the induced drag at zero lift coefficient is
not necessarily zero, as suggested by E4. (1.11). G or y
comes into existence for a twisted wing. It cofesponds
to the induced drag at zero liJt. Finally, Cr is a factor that
combines the twist€d and untwisted circulations; for
nearly elliptical circulation distributiont Cr is neSligibly
small.

The eff€rt of the fuselage, as reflected in the
circulation distribution in the Trefftz Plane, is similar to
twist in the wingcenter section, as w;ll be shown.

Results
For all wing-fuselage configurations, the circulation

distribution obtained from the Trefftz Plane Analysis
wd. compdred to the cir,uldtion di-tribution ot thp
untwisted wing without fuselage. The winS had th€
same twist as applied in wind-tunnel models 1 and 3.
The results ofthe Trefftz Plane Analysis are presented in
Figure 8 for wings with the twist applied in model l and
model 3 and for the untwisted wing without fuselage. at
lift coefficients of CL=0.3 and CL=1.2 and flap denections
of 0'and 20' respectively.

-%
c^ = -!- lo'

- 

ld.u:sj
/1

Ilo
--%

^%_i fr"

Using Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6), the induced drag coefficient

c ^ = k.:t- (1.11)

Figue 8. Circ. distr. at CL=0.3 and 0' flap deflection Cnc. dist!.
at CL=1.2 and 20'flap defle€hon.

Figure 8 shows that the circulation of the wing
without twist, as in the case of model 1, is strongly
influenced by the presence of the fuselage. From 0 to 1
meter wingspan, an especially large loss of circulation
was calculated. even dropping to n€gative values in the
centre section of the wing at CL=0.3. At the same lilt
coefficient as the untwisted wing, the wing beyond 1.5
meter span of model t has to generate mor€ circulation

For an untwisted wing the factors C0 and Cr are zero and
with Cr=le Eq. (1.10) reduces to

in Eq. (1.1) can be written as:

C"=

'1,, wt,, dy +

. w,,J .dy +f,

f.

||^ dY Q.n

'v'i,, dY +

(-t

Using

c,
C'.

this equation can be w tt€n as:

CICn,=C.t+C'C, +Cn
JL. A

(1.8)

(1.e)

where A is the aspect ratio of the wing. The factors G, Cl
and C, are:

-%ii ['*''

Hrt'y**

(1.10a)
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to compensate for the loss oI c culation in the centre

The analysis of the twisted wint of model 3 indicates
an improvement of the circulation dishibution
compared to the untwisted case. Remarkablt the twist is
compensating in the first meter of wingspar! leavinS tlrc
rest of the wing unaffected- But the twist is not ideal and
there is still an unfavourable circulation dishibution
belween 0 and 1 meter wingspan.

Similar to the case of twist, the disadvantaSeous effect
of the fuselate is relatively weaker at higher lift
coefficients.

The lilt coefficient CL and the induced drag
coelficient CDi are calculated with Eqs. (1.3) and (1.4).
The k-factor is derived for each configuration with Eq.
(1.11) and A=25, S=9m,, and plotted as a function of the
lilt coefficient in FiSure 9.

Figure 9. k-factors: model 1, model 3 and wing-

For th€ winS only, the kjactor is varyinS from
k=L.0207 

^t 
CL=0.3 to k=1.01 at CL=1.2. A k-factor of

k=1.01 for this particular plarJorm was also determined
with a liJting line method in ref. 12.

The results for the case without twist (model 1) show
the larSe detrimental effect oI the presence of the
fuselage on the circulation distribution over the whole
Cl--range. At large lift coefficients, the performance is
about 4% worsq compared to the winS or y case. This
loss increases for smaller lift coefficients down to CL=0.3
where the induced drag is about 100% larger than th€
wing only case.

The wing twist applied in model 3 reduces the
induced draS appreciably. At CL=0.3 the k-factor drops
from k=2.0019 (model 1) to k=1.2012 (model 3), but is
still 18% wolse than the wing only case. At larger lift
coefficients, this configuation improves giaduallt
nearly reaching the k-factor of the wing only at CL=1.2.

With these general results, the windtunnel
expe ments can be explained qualitativ€ly. In Figure 10,
both the expedmental data (Figure 5) and the calculated
rcsults are presented.

)- -I I /,/

FigtE 10. Windhrmel resulls md CFD-results.

The experimental data, refened to a standard winS
area of 10m'?, arc plotted on the right hand side of tirc
graph. The total drags of model 1 and model 3 are
composed of the drag of the wing (which extends from
wall to wall to simulate an.infinite span with zero
induc€d drag), the fuselage, and the mutual interference.
For compariso& earlier tests with eight wing-fuselage
combinations indicated a fuselage drag contribution of
about 0.001 (rei 8). The interference drag has viscous
and inviscid components; the latter is the induced drag
due to the presence of twist and the fuselage (Eq. 1.10a).
A flap setting of 12.5'was not tested.

The inviscid drag resulting from the CFD analysis,
refered to 9m, wing area, are plofted on the left side.
The induced drag of the untwisted wing is subhacted,
leaving the induced drat due to twist (model 3) and the
presence of the fuselage, to allow for a compa son with
the experiment. The drag o{ the wing, tuselage and
interlerence have not been added to the CFD r€sults in
order to reproduce the windtunnel data, because these
cont butions are not yet theoretically pr€dictable with
the required accuracy. In a qualitative comparison,
however, it is evident that the change in induced drag
due to twist and presence of the fuselage is responsible
for the alrnost parallel shift of the windtunnel data.

Figures 11 and 12 present the three-dimensional
pressme distributions on model 1 and 3 at CL=0.3 and a
flap deflection of 0". The low pressures on the lower side
of the wing indicate the cause of the liJt loss, especially
in the case of model 1. The wing twist of model 3 partly
compensates for the low pressures on the lower side of
the wing. But the overall adverse pressure gradient due
to the contraction still exists (the distance between two
isoba$ indicates the pressure gradient). This pressure

Sradi€nt causes the boundary layer on the fuselage
below the wing to sepamte, as will be shown.

)"-

)" i i\
E"'n*?Esl
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Figue 11.Invisc. Crdisir.: model 1, CL=0.3, flap=0o.

llrl

Figure 12.lnvisc. Cp dish.:model3; CL=0.3, ftap=Oq.

One of the main tasks of rhc windrunnel
measurements in 1998 (ref. 1) was flow vjsualization on
wing .and fuselage. The picrures takcn during rhis
investigation are compared ro thc resutts obrained" from
viscous calculations wiih VSAero. The viscous
.dlculdtron.. pcrlorm,al dlorq ciredmlirc" thdt c\tend
.r.roc. ,rll bod) pdnel-, p'edl\r rhc ihree-dimcn"ronal
lrdnsrlion neot the flow. Rc-trrtions c\iJL \^-rh resn(t
lo flow 5epdtutrori \:Aero :. nor cdpab.c ot cat(utdrrnS
beyond -epdration. ard .top5 ihe ,iredmtine
de\ plopmenL. \h ict ly spFalinr,. lh; ! i.cou. .dtcutdlron is
quasi h{o-dimensional since thc boundary laycr
Jcvelopmerr r, caLutdred diong .ach indi\ id;dt

Figlre Il >how- d tiuh prctur! for modct L tdten in
rhc sindLLnncl. dnd ligurc t4 .hotl. thL, (alcL atcd
rp-ull. of V-Aero Bolh prcrurFc vi-udtiTe (1e flow dr( -0.1 B iin a fl.rp -pltrne of 0" dnd Re\ notdr Number of
700,000. Thc flow is visualizcd with ; technique where
fluorescent oil is illumjnated with ulh.a violet lighr. The
rurbulert boundary ldyer hd- mo'( frrction rhdn thc
/rmrnar orn and dra;. morc oil "!\ n\, whrch rcsutt- in a
Jijtincli\ (. irln"rl on lr e. Thc for, e-irring or rhc oit are
Ird\itdlio'r r- hcll as friction l\ften the fir,rion goe- ro

zero (separation), Bravitation and the accumulation of oil
can disturb the flow pattern.

Iigrre 13. Volei l: h irJtunnel. Rc=Z 5. fldp-0.

In Fi8ure 14 the calcuiated streamtines are colored
according to the toiction coefficient Cr, hencc transition
from laminar ro turbulenr flow is indicaied bv a sudden
' handeor (olor. cep"ration i- rndicnreo b) th;cndingof
streamlines

Figurc 14. \.4udcl I:.rlc!ldrion.Re _t'. r,rp.0'.

Wh, n . omparint the flow p.rtiern Fom rh.
sindlunllel e.pcrrment with lhc (dl(utalcd rcjutt-, it
bccomes ob\ iou" that the\ come.DonJ rn rdny nspNt-:
rhe po-rtion, of lrdn.iiion'and .epararion are ria-onabty
predrcteJ b\ the. dlculJhon N.r .hown is rhe hor.c5hoe
vortex aroond ihe (,ing root because the oil mixture
u5cd ir nol -urted for thi" phenomFnol trtes;,e
V<Acro i- no{ (dpdble of L.rl, ulatlrg thr" vortc'

Design

Guid€lines
Wilh the p\pcrien. e rroql ihp prc(cdrn8 anat) -rs. ir i5

pocsrblc lo.el up .r li-l or 
'cquir;mcnt, ro; the dc-i8n ol

a new !rrng rusetage tunchon:

- Reduction of thc contraction ratio and curvature of
th€ fusclage b€low the wing

- Ninety-d€giee corner berween lower wing surfacc
and fuselagc

- Optimalcirculationdistribuiion
- Wing-root airfoil suited for hirbulent ftow
- Maximum laminar flow area
- Prcvention of sepajaiion
- Siraight flap hingc line

t-l
l

I .l,i
lr

l
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- Gradually curved main spar
- Consideration of all flap deflections
- Application of wing-root fillets

The next sections explain the requirements in more
detail and describe how they are implemented in a n€w
design.

Contraction and curvature
The.ontrdction of the fu5eldge below ihe wing causes

a large local adverse pressure Bradient. A horizontal cut
through the configuration just below the wing is treated
as an airfoil section, Figure 15. The contraction ratio
depends on the width of the cockpit and the distance
ftom the maximum width to the trailing edge of the
pylon. Both moving the start of the contraction further
upstream and the trailing edge downstream low€I the
pressure gradient in the wing-fuselage region. ln
addition, the curvature in this region has to be reduced
to allow a gradual pressure recovery. Figure 15 shows
the pressure distribution of the initial and an improved
pylon shape.

Figure 15. Horizontal clt through the fuselage below wing:
initial and improved design.

DilIuser effect
In a vertical cuL the mutual inlluence of the lower

side of the wing and the Iuselage contour can be see&
Figure 16.

In the initial conJiguration the leadint €dge oI the
win& in combination with the fuselaSe, form a nozzle,
which is responsible for the pressure peak just behind
the stagnation point of the wing. Aft of this point the
fuselage contour and the lowff side of the wing are
shaped like a diJfuser, resulting in a pressure
dist bution with a steep adverse Sradient. ln the
improved design, the intersection lines of the fuselage
and the lower side of the wing have the same direction
of curvature. A positive wing twist opens the nozzle,
which lowers the pressure peak at the nose,

Figue 16. Verticalcut through wing d fuselage: initial and

Cross-section definition
The fuselage cross-sections of the ASW27 are

described by a so-called "Hiitelschaffer-E$-Curve"
which has the special feature of a continuous cuwature
on its circumJerence, a prer€quisite for a smooth
pressure distribution and undisturbed boundary layer
development. Its mathernatical description only requires
the coordinates of the upper (ZU) and lower (ZL) point
in the plan€ of symmetry and the side-point at maximal
width (Y9 ZS). The coordinates (YP, ZP) for the ett-
shap€d cross-section can be constructed graphically as
shown in Fi$re u, or calculated with Eq. (2.1) to (2.3).
Assuming 0, ZP follows from Eg. e.1) and via o in Eq.
(2.2), YP folows ftom Eq. (2.3).
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h, = ^rcl,nl 
!.l7tJ 7t\., t'n7 IL2 \zP zs) )

fP=fS sin@

zr=! lzu *zt)*!.(zu -zL\.cos0 (2.'t)
circulation distribution can be obtained by the
application of wing twist. Since the flap hinge line must
be siraighL twist has to be applied around the flap hinge
axis at 86% chord, which leads to a cu ed spar located
at 40% chord. ln order to reduce structural difficulties,
ihe curvature of the spar needs to be small, i.e. large
radii (ref. 15).

Airfoils
Special attention has to be paid to the boundary layer

development in the wing-root area. As described earlier,
a turbulent wedte with origin at the winS root leading
edge is present at low antles at attack. Windtunnel
experiments show thai the wedge antle behind an
individuat djsturbance is approximately 15"; hence
lurbulence will spre;rd with an angle of dbout 7.5'wiLh
re.pect to Lhe drrectron of lhe sireamlines rFigure lc)

Fi8ue 19. Tubulent wedge.

In turbulent flow, a "laminar" airfoil is usuallv
mJerior toa'Lurbulent" one. The latler typeof airfoil hd's
the position of minimum pressure (and maximum
thickness) more forward compared to a laminar airfoil,
which results in a smaller overall adverse pressure
Sradi€nt. These effects are illushated in Figure 20 and
Figure 21, showing the basic airfoil DU89-134/14 and
the modified DU89-134/14Root6, having an upper
surface designed Ior laminar and for turbulent flow
respectively. The pressure disbibution is plofted for
complete tubulent flow as well as lor the corresponding
inviscid flow (dotted line). Separation is present on the
flap upper surface of the laminar airfoil and not on the
turbulent one. From the turbulent ai oil applied in the
wing center section up to 0.2 meter spa& the wing is
lofted to the laminar airfoil at 0.4 meter span.

(2.2)

(2.3)

An extended cross-section definition was dev€loDed
which allows a 90 degree comer at the intersection ;ith
the wing (ref. 13), Figure 18 middle. It consists of thr€e
parts, where Lwo are described with the previous
relations plus an addiiional cosine-function in between.
The cosin€ starts at the point of maximal width (YS, ZS)
and extends to the point (YE, ZE), narking the
intersection with the wing. Setting the €nd point of the
cosine to (0, ZE), the funciion can also describe a sharp
curve necessary for the pylon, Figure 18 right. In this
case, it is possible to prescribe a tangent at the €nd point
of the cosine fhnction.

At the points wher€ the cosine curve and the upper
and lower egg<urve meet each other, the function has a
continuous fi6t derivative i.e. a vetical tangent. Since
the second derivative, the curvature is discontinuous, a
wiggle in the pressure distribution could be expected.
Calculations with VSAero show, however, that the
present definition is convenient as only some dis.rete
points of the curv€s are used for d€scdbing the surface
to be panelled.

Figur€ 18. Section definihon: €gg-cune (left), extendedcurve
(niddle and right).

Wing twist
For the optimal circulation distribution that generates

the lowest induced draS possible, the complete sailplane
conJiguration should have an elliptical circulation
distribution as formulated by Max Munk's "stagger,
theorem" Gef. 14). In this research the horizontal
tailplane is neBlected, as its lift contribution is positive or
negative, depending on the center of gravity location,
and small compared to that of the wing. The winglets
were also neglected because they do not influence the
circulation at the winSJuselage section. The elliptical
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ce

FiguE 20. Turbuient Cp-distribu tion of lamharairfoil s(tion
DU89-7v/14.

Figure 21. Turbulent Cp-dishibution of tlrbrlent airfoil
seciion DU89-134/14Rooi6.

Rigid center-part airf oil
The main airfoil DU{9-134/14 was measured in the

windtunnel up to a positive flap setting of 50'. This flap
settrng h ill be uced in combinalion wilh ncLrrdl aileronc
as a inndrng co r8uration. lhe re"ult is i high-drag
configuration that allows steep approaches and reduces
the wing-root bending moments. Because of the
extended fuselage pylon, it is not possible to deflect a
continuous flap to 50o. For structural simplicity the wing
will have a small riSid center-part on top of the pylon.
The spanwise extend of the rigid part is chosen such that
the flap can deflect freely, without touchinS the pyton.
Since the b€st glide ratio occurs at a flap deflection of
12.5' the flap is continuous with the rigid center-part at
this position. The gap between the rigid part and the flap
will be sealed by vertical fences in order to prevent cross
flow.

Fillets
In the iinal geometry, quart€r-circular filleis at the

wing-fuselage interse.tion are necessary. These fillets
extend from the leading e.lge to the trailing edge with
increasing radius. They mainly fulfil t$'o tasks: carefully

TECHNICAL SAABING

shapecl they can redllce the vcnturi and cliffuser effe(t
in the wing-root area. They also round off the sharp 90"
corner of d1c inierscrtion, i{lich avoids the formation of
longitudinalvortices. These fillets are not included in the
present geometries since VSAero is noi capable taking
the effect into account.

Geometry
All the aspects described before have been

implemented in the new wing-fuselage design in an
iterative process with many chanSes necessary to
achieve the opiimal result, named Version4996.

Figure 221,a, -b and -c present the geometry of Version
4996. Note that the final Seometry does noi include
wing-dihedral, since its main task is the preparation of a
windtunnelmodel.

Figrre 22a. Version 4996, fronFisometric view.

Figure 22b. Version 4996, no wing-dihedral, side view.

21

Figure 22c. Ve6ion4996, top view
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Inviscid calculationB
The geometry of Version 4996 is calculated for the

ranS€ of lift coefficients from CL=0.3 to CL=1 .2. Figure 23
shows the circulation distributions, the winS twist
applied, and the k-factors for the key liJt coefficients and
corlesponding flap deflections. fhe results can be
compared to those of Models 1 and 3 in Figure 8.

lhe center .ecLion of lhe wing hds a pocilive rwist of
7.15' bith re-pR I to the untwisred part beyond 20
meter spary set at an incidence of -0.65'- At a flap
deflection of 12.5", the flap and th€ rigid atufoil section in
the center are continuous and at the coresponding
CL=0.7, the circulation distribution is a smooth curve up
to the posrLion where the winS inierserls the fu5eld8e.
Here the circulalion slightl\ drops. lt is impracticdl to
further incredse lhe lwist in this reSion be.ause onl) the
upper side of the wrng cdn conh;bute to the ( ircul;tion.
and lhe lower side i. wilhin lhe fuseldse. for all olher
flap.p11;nO. the rigid cenler-part cause\ oniy a.mall
change in the cLculation dishibution as well and the
effecl on lhe l-factor rs consequently netliSible. A. a
re\ult, all circulation dr5tribulions are cloie to Lhe
etliptical one at the same lift coefficient.

6 7 ytd{ 0

Figue 23. Circulation distributions and k-factors: Ve$ion
4996_

The performance of Version 4996 is shown in Figur€
24, which is the.ame plot as Figure q u\ed in the
analysis ln compari\on wilh Models I dnd J, Lhe
indlrced drds of Version 4c9b has rmproved
substanLially aj the lower liJt coelticienl<. The kjfactors
of Version 4996 are close to the k-factors of the wint
only. Comparing Version 4995 to Model 3 at a flap
settinS of 0' and Cr.=0.3, the kjactor is reduced from
'1.2012 to 1.0345, i.e., a reduction o{ 15.5%. With a wing
loddinS of 365\/ .. Cr=0.3 corre.ponds ro a nighr speed
of 160'-/h AssumrnB ihal lhe induced drag contribution
ic / r d of the total drdg al lhis lift coefficient. d reduclion
of I5.5% of induced dra8 would lcad to 5.5% les\ Lotal
drag, hence a 5 5"/. lower sjnk rate.

ViEcous calculations
The viscous flow calculations show the position of

rransition and separation on the h ing dnd luselage. I he
upper side ol Lhe wing is interestinS dt low flighl speed
when CL=1.2, Re-1,000,000. and the flap deflection is
20". lhis condiLion is <hown in Frgure 25. The lower 5ide
of lhe ( int i. critrcaldl lhe lo(er end of the dra8 buclet.
Therefore C -0.1, Re=2,000.000, dnd a flap deflc(ion of
0' is relevant Figure 26.

Figur€ 25. Visc. calc.: Version 4996, upper sidc, flap 20",
Re=1E6, CL=1.2.

,l
Figure 24. k-factors: Version 4996, model 1, model 2 and wins. FiSue 26. Visc. calc.: Version 4996lower side, flap 0o, Re=2E6,

CL=0 3
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As mentioned earlier, VSAero is not capable of
calculating the horseshoe vortex in the wing'fuselage
juncture and the turbulent wedte on the wing-root.
Therefor€, this wedge was artificially made by tripping
the boundary layer on c€rtain panels.

On the upper side of the wing the laminar boundary
layer extends, without any change in chordwise
directiory up to a position very close to the fuselage. The
transition line of the wing intersects the turbulent wedge
at a spanwise position of 0.4 m€ter, where the laminar
aiifoil is pres€nt. Note that the program indicates
separation in ftont of the trailing edge on the flap. Due
to the limited nnmb€r of iterations used, the program
has not taken the effect of the boundary layer on the
pressure distribution fully into account. Both
experiments and converged twodimensional
calculations show that separation does not exist there. It
is important that no additional separation is predicted at
the center section- Du€ to the stagnation point, the
calculation indicates separation in front of the wing-root
leading edge. This can be eliminated by applying a wing
leading edge fairing (rel16).

The lower su ace also shows that the transition line is
straiSht up to a spanwise position oI 0.55 meter, just
before it would intersect the turbulent wedg€ (at 0.4
meter). The viscous calculation do€s not show separation
on the lower side oI the wing or fuselage.

Conclusions

In the first chapter of this paper, the unexpected
outcome of the windtunnel measurements has be€n
explained. The large differences in drag between the
three windtunnel models can be primarily addressed to
different circulation distributions, resultinS in different
induced drat contributions. It has been shown that the
boundary layer on the wing-fuselage juncture is also
higtrly inlluenced by inte erence effects crcating areas
of separation especially on the pylon.

With an iterahve integral design process taking
inviscid- and viscous flow into corbiderdtion, it F
possible to reduce the interference problems. A
combination of changlng fuselage sections, wing sections
and, in particular, wing twist led to a substantial
r€duction in induced drag: the final design has an almost
€lliptical circulation distribution and con€sponding
minimum induced drag. Vis.ous flow calculations
indicate that separation on the fuselage-pylon or the
upper- and lower wing side at the junctuie will not
occur. The actual drag reduction, howevet need to be
v€rified by future windiunnel tests and compared to
previous results (rer. 8).
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